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ABSTRACT
For ammonia measurements of air concentation and fluxes bet\t een the atmGphe(e and
the surface, using the ammonia analyzer (2 difftrsion denuders), a temperafure c,onection of
5% /'c over the data is required (at present just available ior 12 < T < 26'c).
In order to complete the lack of data about NH3 concentration, and to estimate annual fluxes
over specific ecosy€tems, monitoring of air conoentration vras realized at Bush, Scottand.
The two techniques used (diffusion denuders, diffusion filters) show a lo!\, level in
atrnospheric ammonia during the months of May-June 1993. In addition, no specific variation
of its concentration over the day is signmcant
Measurements of the exchange of gaseous ammonia between the atmosphere and a natural
unfertilized vegetation were made at Great Dun Fell, England, using the micrometeorological
techniques and diffusion denuders in gradient. NH3 was gonerally found to deposit rapidly
with near z6fo surface resistance (Rc) (except sometimes ior \Ery lo\,v air concenhation in
ammonia). ln addition, when periods of loiv level of atmospheric oncentration i  ammonia
were recorded, emission and deposition both occured, bringing to the fore the hypothesis of
an ammonia @ncentration equilibrium into the leaf, even for natu€l vegehtion, onlyfof low
level in air concentration.
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INTRODUCTION
Ammonia, r€cognized as an important abnospheric pollutant, comes mainly fK,m
agricultural sources (fertilizer and animal waste). Tho scale ot its emission rssults is one ot
the main cause of NH3 deposition over ec!6ystems, alongside NOx. In addition, oxidation of
NH3 to nitrates in some soils contributes to their acidification.
Ot course, fior agricultural crops, such inputs may be small compared to fertilizer.
However, over natural unfertilized ecosFtem, with no otler nitrogen added, this may
represent a considerablo shift in the nitrogen balance, leading to biological changes
associated with eutroohioation.
ln order to improve understanding about the process of NHx circulation and then to
modell it (emission, transport, deposition, reaction...), air concentration and lluxes data are
required. Which was the subject of this study : monitoring ot air concentration i  ammonia
near Edinburgh, and fluxes measuremenF over a nafural unfertilized ecosystem.
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GENERAL BACKGROUND ON ATMOSPHERIC AMMONIA
1 - Definition and prooeftie
As a background to understanding the behaviou. of NH3 in the environment, a brief
introduction to its phlsical and chemical properties seems to be useful.
Ammonia (NH3) is an alkaline and colourless gas, detected by ib pungent odeuf(when [NH3] >50 ppmv, NRC, 1979).
As NH3 i€ a base, it neutralizes acids in the atmosphere (lt is the only major
gaseous base present) (e.9. Allen et al, 1989) :
HNO3 + NH3
HCI
(NH4+) salts (Sulphates.....)
ln addition, it is a reactive gas, soluble in water, readily adsorbed on to dry surfaces(NRL, 1979) and ionizing to NH4+ (Ammonium). Tho solubility of Ammbnia ie partioularly
important in its environmental circulation.
According to the HENRY equilibrium :
NH3 + H2O -----> NH3H2O with
Kha
Kha = [NH3H2O][NH3 (gas)]
where Kha, which is the dimensionless HENRY constant, is temperature dependant, with
golubility decreesing with increasing temperature.
However, the iohization in solution to form NH4+ makes the total NHx solubility
much larger than given solely by Kha.
And :
NH3H2O ----> (NH4+) +
Kb
(oH-) with Kb= [NH4+lloH-j4NH3H2O]
Such NH3 acts as a base, hence the effect of this upon pH may be quantified by
telating to the ionizing of \rrater :
H2O ---'(H*) + (OH-)
Kw
with Kw=[H+][oH-]
wh6rg Kb and Kw are increasing with increasing temperature.
The solubility of NH4+ is extremely sensitive to pH and an increased quantity of NHg gas will
give a rise to an increased pH. The eftect of temp€rature are smaller than that du€ to pH,
though still considerable. HALES and DREWES (1S79) and NRC (1979) have prc'vided
relationships accounting for tlre temperature dependance (wh6n Kha=KWKb) :
(.t.w352 - 4207.62m
FlH3 GasI = to
a
[NH4+l4H+]
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In erwirbnmental conditions, other species will b€ pr€sent such as the producG of
dissolved gases(Co2, SO2, HNO3, HCI-..), and 6uch as ions from the soils (Humic acids,
Ca2+...). This all have effeo,ts on pH and conespondingly modifie NFlx solubility. Some
examples of reac'iion ar€ gi\€n :
Oxidation
ln the soil : NH3 --> (NO&) (Nitrates) which leads to the
acidification of the ecoslEtem.
with SO2
ln the air : NH3 ----> NOx
ln addition. the waterbalance of a surface afiecb total quantities dissolved. As a
consequence, these factors are €lxpec'ted b b€ impoftant in the exchangess of NH3 between
the gound and th€ afrnosphere and M,rre€n phases in the atmosph€re its€tf.
2- Sources of Atmosoheric Ammonia
As s€a should rathsr be acting as a sink for NHx (Ayers and Gras, 1983), major
sources of NHx appear to be continental (by way of combustion, volatilization or losses).
In alkaline soil, neutral minoral tertilizer promotes losses. The hydrolFis of fertilizer
(NH4)2SO4 or NH4NO3) in the soil liberates NH3, which raises the pH locally, reducing the
solubility and thus f;alrouring emission (vlek and Crassrell, 1981).
Concerning the mainure and subsequent decomposition of dead plants and animals, which
may then volatilize into atmosphere, they may r€turn to earth later, either by direct uptake as
NH3 or NH4+ (dry deposfion), or as NH4+ dissohed in precipitation (w€t deposition).
All of these losses bring us differences in results, which arise from stocking density, animal
species, sward fertilization and grazing management
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combuslion
The ioltoi'dng scheme is a simplified schem€ of fie surtace/arnosphefe circulation of NFE :
occult do9osition
(al som€ 6ites)
Ts  r res l r l a  I Terrastrlal & Aquallc
3- Some of the differents mea
At presen( trere are three main approaches to measute NH3 concenttation i the
alt 
"
-> Affusid, denudss
The air sample is drawn by a pump through a Ebe which has been coated initially with an
acid solution for collection of ammonia. The solution is tfien analyzed to determine the NH3
concentaition.
--+ Fitw packs
The aerosol parfcles are collosted on a PIFE (polytet-af,uoroe&ane) filter and Nl'li! is
collecled sub€equenuy on reactive acid impregnated filters-
--> Ditrusion fuo€s
The pdnciple of a dift.rsion tube is b prwide a difiusion path, of knourn length and ctoss-
sectional arca, b€tween he dnosphero and a sink fur the gas of inEr€st
sm|3S|on
Simplificd schcmc of lhc surfac€y'ahosphcrc irculadon of NHx. I'tajor fluxcs arc
shown by bold lincs. lltc Urcc r€acdoos ncrcd arc: l) SO2 oxll*ion to SO42- and ocuaalizarion by
NH3 !o give arnmoniun $Iphatc (a.9. G*la)2SOl); 2) Esuilihb of thc gascs NH3. I{Cl and f$IO3
. to form panicula@ NI{4Nq and M{4Ol 3) Oxidadon of NHg by Orf !o fdm NOr.
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Through all th€se methods, it is possible first to m€asure the air concentntion in
ammOnia.
Then, the emission has to be estimated. Emission is the gaseous loss from a
surhce or at a defined atmosphere abo\re this (at the most : l meter). Agricutfural sources
represent the bulk of the emission, mainly animal wastes compared to fertilizer (Buijsman et
al, 1984. Combustion sources and natural soils are insignificant and ignored (their exclusion
may be supported).
The general method of this approach is to egtjmate individual emission laclots for $e
differerf souroe types, and then to sum occurences of thes€ sourc€s over the region of
study. Another approach use reference heights of the order of hundreds of meter. Then the
effects of different lands are integrated, whioh enable to estimate a net flux b the
atrnosphere.
Then, the deposition has to be measured. As NHx is present in the atmosphere as
NH3 gas, NH4+ in cloud and precipitation, NH4+ particles, different remo/al mechanisms
apply for each of these. lt has been suggested that NH3 gas may be oxidized in the
atmosphere (e.9. Mcconnell, 1973 ; Levine et al., '1980), however this reaction is slow, and
accounts for only a small fraotion of the loss from the atmosphere (Soderlund and Svensson,
1976 )- The bulk of the removal is therefore by deposition back to earth.
The estimation of NHx dry deposition is made by analping washings of artificial or real
leaves, by using precipitation events to do the washing (large quantities of NHx are adsorbed
on leaf surfaces, which are later washed off by rain). Thus th6 dry deposiuon is estimated as
the difference between the w€t deposition and throughlall f uxes. Atthough throughfall
measurements have be€n the most popular techniquo, some disavantages eppear : some
errors may due to canopy exchange of the ions studied, and this method assumas no
emission from the soil beneath (so it is not possible to use the results to predict deposition
at other sites). Thus, because of canopy exchange processes, the use of throughfall studies
to estimate deposition fluxes should be treated with caution.
Dealing with the dry deposition of NH4+, it is useful to know how tie airborne
particles depo6it. lt has b€en intensively studied and reviervred (Nicholson, '1988 i
Chamberlain and Little, 1S81 ;...). These particles are t€nsported by atmospheric turbulence
close tq the surface, where they deposit, by way of either sedimGntation or impaction {large
particles), or Brownian difiusion (small particles). Now, atmospheric NH4+ is both too small
fior sedimentation or impaction to be important, yet too larg€ for efficient diffusion. hence,
ihis pa*ioles are expected to deposit slowly, and the bulk of dry deposition is due to NH3
deposition rather than NH4+.
The rate of dry deposition of NH3 is often expressed as a deposition wlocity (Vd),
which is considered to be independant of air concentration. and is referenced at a Darticular
height (z) above the depositing surface :
Vd tz) = Deposition flux / conc€ntration {z}
The controlled environment studies sho.r/ us a foliar absorption of NH3. The plant
enrichment is proportionnal to air concentration, and a clear relationship has been
established betw€en uptake and stomatal opening (comparison with the flux of CO2 in light
and dark periods).Hence appeared the idea of an NH3'Compensation poinf' (noted Xcp),
which is increasing with increasing temperature. ln addition, Nitrogen status is affecting the
size of Xcp, and there is no Xcp ior unfertilized plant sp€cies. So, when the ammonia
concentration in the air is above this level, then deposition occurs. On the contrary, when tlre
air concentration is belo$,, NH3 emission occurs. And atthis level, nothing happens. For
€xample, for a constant air concentration, emission \€ries with time and is greatest
blld,ving anthssis end during leaf senescence. Xcp confirms the greater emission during
s€n€scencs (Morgan and Parton, 1989).
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4' Short introduction to the micrometeorolocical field measurements
As the Nl-h gradient is dominated by NH3 e,chang€, it is used to calculate a
reasonably valid flux This one is m€asurcd in the frec ah abo/e the suriace and adequat€d
with exchange at the surface (which mu$ b. not distrrb€d, while the net e\change is
measured). But one prac'tical measuroment re€toiclion erdsts : an uniform Fand surface of
ser/eral hundred metes upr,vind is Equired. ln addition, as samples correr a large area,
riation in exchange overthe site al€ averaged out
; Thus, the method is assuming a congtant flux layer :
Fx= W X , where Vy is ttte fluct ation about vertical windspeed
and X the fluctuation about concentralion
o f :
Fx = l(x (&X / &4 , where l(x is the turbulent diftuslon coeffcient of
trac6 of gas or particulate exchange and
(&X / &Z) is the gradient of h€ight
Tha estimatjon of l(x is given by tha aerodynamic Aradient method :
11 = ft(zd)u'fihl , where k is the \ron Karman's constant of
proportionality of mix.ing length to height above zero
plane {z-d} in neutral conditions, u' is the eddy
velocity, andlh is the empirically estimated heat
gradient conection faclor ior non-neutrality.
which may then be substiMed into the flux equation :
Fx = u* X', where X' = tK/u.l t$g&a, if u. is different to zero.
Although the f,LD( may be calculated using the formulae above, since tie gradients
with height are non linear, some log-linear approach exist ; th€ first one integratinge as a
constan{ the second one intrgratinglf.as a function of height in stable ot unstable conditions.
The practical considerations (windspeed profiles) sho| us the conditions (unstable, neubal
or stable) and the effect of tbe estimate ot zero plane displacement on the logadthmic wind
orofile in neutral conditions :
d 16 Dig
rinarc.d (ndl
Effccr of 6a caitt||rs of 4ro pLna disgbclncnl
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In addidon, the resietance analysis allor'r b ldentify the oontolling factos in
exc*range. Follor.ring the consiantffu( layer methods of estimating surface exchange, each
resistance b transfer of the Face clmPound b€twecn t'rvo letJels can b€ defined :
lE1,2t = 6tz1) - Xtz4) / Fx where zl and 22 are ttt o heights
abore the surhce.
ln measurem€nts of the dry deposition of trace gases, the ahsotbing surface is often
assum€d to ha\re a zerc air concenuation, and the flu( tfiereiore viewed as being deP€nd€trt
on the atno€pheric concentation (For!/ler and Unsi/ottft, 1979). In this case, il z2 is
considered to be tfte notional height of the absorbing surface, whefo concenuation is zero,
and a zefo plane displacement is accounted fior, a total rcsistance ftom a defined height o
ihe surface (n€-d]) may be defined (sutton, 1990) :
n{zd} = X{z'd} / Fx = 1/Vdizd}
Thus the inverse of n is the deposition velocity Vd.
L{z-d l
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R6i$ance analogy of Eace gas uusfer bctwccn 0re armosphcrc and vcgctation.
A) For a 8as of conccntrarion 1 thc component rrsisumcrs to Eansfcr rrc givcn as: r., rrnosphcric
rcsisrancc; 16, larninar boundary-h1tr csisatEq rc, $rfrc or canopy reistmcr. rs may bc consi&rcd
as scvcral panllcl rrsitarccs r!, resist$cr to soil q3at@; rpr rcsisurn€c to lcaf surfacc upafe by
poUut:na Eactioa; rr, rcsisrancc !o uptatc through sooata Thi notionat srfec concloEaajons at. ro,
:q' ud 6' rrc givar for dillcrurt pohs bawcat rcsisarccs.
B) Thc resisulccs may bc vics/cd as &counting for thc ransfcr b*wccn aoriomt hcighc aborc rhc
surfacc. For this h)"orhcdcrl aarnple, dcposition would bc rccordcd with a vzluc of 16 wibh is
grcacr than rr. For fifihar ddails of 6is anatysis scs ert
u{z -d )
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For erample, the approach of the surfuce resistance Ec) is made to undetstand its
b€haviour and then b model the exchange. In drcwfall conditions, lhe sbmatal uPtake is
increasing (Rc diminishes), so w€t leaf surfaces will be an effcient sink of s@.
Thus, the different sages in the micrometeological studies ate :
- The field sampling,
- Windsp€ed measurement (using sensitive cup anemometeF),
- Temperahrre and Humidity measurement (the best one is a sFtem of
ventilated ps)rchometers to prolride botfi o{ them),
- Ammonia measurcment
5- Surface exchanqe results:overnatura|orferti|i
M. Sutton, 1990, studied NH3 exchanges between ait and natural or brtilized
soils.The main diference between the natural urfertilized sites and the fertilized agricultural
sit€s was that of the nibogen tertilization received by the latter, although none of the
measurernenG were made immediately follo!^ring fedilizer applications.
The difterent pathways, exchanges ites and factors brsuch systems are summarized in the
iollcn;ing figure :
+ -!.rd. |.t r!-
\\ . d+o.ld ta{r.r'd
b arcd.. ta{:r tjrd',t'l&l|
t(XL ACfi l*t€
F-l4l.7
- l|{a btd (br&.!otrt
.t l
. lafrtl5a
. i,lta.|lln.
Ptqoscd NH3 syclcs h r oil/vcgcadory'auosphcrc syrrn. Itdividual tlurcs erc
&aotcd by arons. Bos6 &roG srfacc crclulge sie od NlI3 ataqtrcdc corcarrarim, fa which
&crcs ccrldlhg cch tr ooed.
l{H1 lll llF
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In the one hand, orr6r ndrd and unfertilized ecoslrstems (grasslands, moodands,
and brests are included), measurements are not ealized near to major lirrestock
installations. Therc, at all the sites, npid NH3 deposition lvas tecotded. lt depend on boh
th€ atmospheric oncenbation of ammonia and tfie tJtbulent condition preuiling dudng tfie
expedmenF, wtrich is due b an afiiospheric resistance (Ra) higher than canopy resistance(Rc). At this sit€s, Rc is generally appredmating to zero. Only on a calcarmus grassland
surface, a higher Rc was fourid and, as a consequence, another re€ult : on€ could
undersbnd it, because the depGition b normally b \rater associated wih the leaf sudaces,
and the high soil pH would limit NH3 solubility, and hence deposition. Another uay of
enmining processes at thc surface, analogous to Rc, is Xgol, which is fre mean
conc€ntetion of ammonia in tfie afiro€ph6re at an appargnt height above the zerc plane of
the mean point of €rchango ot ontaircd plop€rtics with a surhce, accourding fur Ra and
Rb. In cases of deposition it r€pre€enls the mardmum po€sible mean conc€ntation at the
surfuoe of the canopy elements fif,o! k approximating b zerc too).Moreover, accoding b
tfie aercdynamic gradient m€thod assuming that gaseous NH3 b conse ed as t deposiF,
the comparison bebaeen tfi6 air ooncontation in ammonia and X@o] shovr us when ei$er
deposition or emission occurs.
The fiollo$/ing scheme sho\.rs us the possible effects ol gas particle conversion on observed
gradienE of NH3 and NH4+ orer an antensive hom€eneous surface :
Possiblc cffccb of gas-paniclc conversion on obscrved gradicnts of NH3 and M{4+
ovct ar cxleDsivc homogcncous urfaca Bold tinas reprrscnt profrles whcrc lluxcs sre consewcd.
Light fnes show profile modilicadon wh.r€ llures arc not conscrvcd. A) NH3 deposirion, B) NII3
cmission &om thc lround surfacc. For both cas€s it is assumcd that surfacc cxchangc of NIl4+ is
ncgligfrlc in compdison to thc gas cxchangc
Coacrnt r r l lon Conccntrat lon
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The effects of temperature and $/etness/dryness have been obseped about promotion a
small value of Rc and Xgo?. Warm dry condition are favouring the development of a surface
resistance. lt is clear though that even in the dry runs in warm condition the values of Rc are
still smaller than might be expected by stomatal transfer alons (given that the minimal Rst for
this surfaoes is 50sm-1)(Jarvis 1981). Additionally, if transfer tdas through stomata a greater
Rc would be expected at night, this was'nt seen anywhere. Ndertheless, th€ small values of
Rc even in dry condition imply that the deposition must b€ to the leaf surfaces, as these are
the roughness elements to which the resistance analogy (Ra, Rb) models tpansfer.
So if Rc is low {<10sm-1}, vegetation is an etficient sink of the NH3. On the @ntrary, a high
Rc is expected either wtren (NH4+) deposition was unusually rapid, or when the NH3 level in
ihe air is low, or at last in very cold condifion.
on the otier hand, o/er fertilized agricultural eco€Ftems, the results of the
ammonia exchange measurements separate clearly between the winter and summer-time
campaigns, with ammonia deposition occuring throughout the former, and a bidirectionnal
exchange, with emission predominating in the lauer, During the winter (wet \r'egetation,
melting snow), small surface resistances w6r6 observed (in agreement with th€ tesults for
natural and unfertilized surfaces). Thus deposition was recorded uring this period. When
large values of Rc occured, deposition is independant of the air concentration, and Rc is the
most suitable interprelation of the excess.The interpretatlon of the surface exchange procegs
frcr the summer (dry and warm conditions) also differs to that for the winter and natural
surface. Here it i9 clear that since emission may occur, the assumption of a concent€tion
independent rate of er(change (VQ and zero surface concentration fiails.Some form of crop or
soil compensation point concentration (Xcp) must exist to drive the emission. In this case,
the resulting flux depends on the Xcp, the concentration i the air, and the resistances to
transfer between them. Differents source€ of the NH3 emission exist :
--> Stomatal emission : The atmospheric transfer accounts for by Ra and
Rb, and exchange lements are the leaves. The intercellular solution in the plant tissue
might have a conoentration of (NH4+) controlled bythe plant metabolism, which has an
equilibrium atrnospheric NH3 concentration.
--> Other possibiliv for emission is a compensation point where free(NH4+) in the soil solution has an equilibrium atmGsph€ric NH3 concentration, which is
high6r than air @ncentration-
-> At the base of the canopy, senescing vegetation and leaves near ground
level are other possible sources.
The tendency to net emission or deposition wguld thus depend,on the one hand, on
the balance of sources and sinks within th€ soiucanopy system and, on the other hand, on
the presence of surfuce water on the vegetation. The latter appeared to be the main factor
controlling the switch between emisdon and deposition.
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6- lnterests in Ammonia Measures
On the one hand, there is the ecological interest in Ammonia . Man has increasingly
disrupted the naturals levels (industrial fixation of NH3 for lertilizsrs, the ensuing intensive
agricufture, production of nitrogen by th€ increased use of legumes ; realeasing NH3 by the
burning of fossil fuels). As a consequence, there are differents off€cts of NHx on the
environment, sp€cially about its deposition, which are :
---> increasing nitqen inputs
A recent interest has been concerned with the effects on nafural (unfertilized)
ecosystem. The eutrophication of healthlands is a major issue. D€position of atmospheric
NH3 is blamed for a decline in evicaceous communities and their replacement by
grasslands communities (it favours the grcrrvth of taller rough grassesxschneider and
Bresser, 1987). Moreover, increased deposition NHx may er€cerbate the poor health of
forests : o\rer 50% of forosts in the Netherlands are recorded as b€ing less than vital (Van
Breeman and Van Dijk, 19gB). In addition, the increased nitogen cupply can result in
unbalances of the other nufients (K, Mg, Ca, P...).
(NH4+) + 2O2 -----> (NO3) + H20 + 2 (H+)
This reaction explains the decline of poorly buttered water pools in the Netherlands.
Thus most have now vanished, being replaced by acid tolerant, nitrophilous plants.
agricultural residues, increasing level of (NO3-) in river water.
In addition, one recent interest is in ammonia as a pollutant. Thus NH3 and SO2
pollution from industry and combustion encoufage the formation of high levels of (NH4)2SO4
which is being present as particles reduced visibility (fiog,...Xsoderlund, 1974.
On the other hand, there is the recent agricuttural interest in ammonia, which is
aimed to know exactly what aftects the degroe of ammonia rel€ase. Allison (1955),
reviewing the literature, suggested that sevetal environmental conditions would affect his
degree :
---> A high pH soil will be more liable to volatilization.
-> Loss€€ trom w6t soils are likely to be small unless.
-> tt is a drying alkali soil with much NHx near the soil.
..-> Losses will be greater at higher temperaturc.
-> Soils of low cation exchange capacity will suffer greater losses.
-> Losses may occur from decomposing nitrogenous material, even if the soil is
acid since the NH3 produced will raise the pH locally-
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THE AMMONIA NALYZER : brief presentafron.
This ammonia nalizer i3 one of tie onlytwo in the lr6rld, hc second one is from
Netherland.
The mean principls of this machine is fie measurement of the conductivity, which
occured by NH3 in water. Thus, the system is based on a succession of chemical reaclions,
which leads at last to the ammonia tansformation in ammonium into a deionized water
goluton.
The machine is rrade up of bur boxes :
. --> J96 Denuders boxes.
-5 A contoll boq
-> An air pump box
Into the Denuder box occurs lhe NH3 molecule selection from the air (see the
following scheme) :
Stripping solution
Ammonia sample
o oENUDER
t Conboll box
\---'t-
Each denuder is made of two glass tubes, one inserted in the o$er, with a very small space
of 1.5 mm between fiem : the annulus, in which he stipping solution is steaming. The
denuder has to rotate thanks to a b€lt system, causing a liquid film to coat the surface of ihe
annulus. As the air is sucked laminar through the tube€, it leads to the catch of atnqspheric
ammonia in the liquid phase. Because of their slot'v ditfusion velocity, aerosols (NH4i for
e)€mple) can't b€ absorb€d.
By way of th€ reaction :
NH3 ---:------> {NHl+)
I
stipping solution
Th6 stipping solution (deionized hratcr, NaHSO4, Fomaldehyde) is an acid solution, wtrich
allo$/s lhe ammonia ionization in ammonium.
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Into the contoll bolq conductivity measuremenE are made and data are lec-orded by
a logger. Adding alkaline solution, (NH4+) git/es back ammonia.
Thus :
(NH4+) -*  -  -> NH3
NaOH(0.5moul)
Howe\rer, ti€ conductivity is not proportional to the NH3 concentation in ,.rater, when small
concenffiion are recorded (shd,rcd by the iollowing graph) :
F
.l
fi
:Eg
lNHgl in water
Thus, before measurement, instead of being taken by pur6 deionized water, the sample of
NH3 will be taken by a deionized water solution, which is enriched in ammonium ions(thanks to a NaOH + (NH4+) solution), in order to inorease the u/ater conductiyity on the
threshold (Co') of linear form.
At last, the NH3 sample into this solution gives back (NH4+) (for pure H2O, pH=7), which as
an ion conducts elechicity. Conductivity meagurements are made by a resistiance (mV), and
temperature meaEurements are realized too.Thus, ot course, to conductivity data
conesponds NH3 concentration data.
Tu/o reagent pumps into the controll box allow liquids b circutate.
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Bubbles pushed
to rrraste
Gontroll box plan
to liquid values
Liquid switch vatva
(1 licr each denuder)
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block
Ammonia sample
+
ln bubbles Alternative switching
(denuder 1 or 2)
NaOH, (NH4+)
Membrane. based on
concent'ation gradient
, 
(NH3 will permeate pardy
,' through it, toward HzO solution)
to flowmeter
Resine
column
(to be sure
H20 is pure,
residual
contaminations
strippeo
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Thc calibration ot the machino is teatized using stipping solution (oppb of (NH4+)), a 50ppb
standard solution of (NH4+) and a 500ppb other one. After, these setings are used to
calculate th€ air concentration in ammonia.
Dab a€ recorded every four minutes for eaoh denuder, and the logger, which could contain
56000 values, whioh represents 38 days, is usually downloaded at the most every 10 days.
The data logger can be linked to a computer, wtlich thanks to the prcgramm AMANOA
(AMmmonia ANallzor DAta processing) and a oorection temperati re ptogramm (see first
part of my e)eeriments) allovr/s to dornload the data (conductfuity, temperatute and
flowrato).
The last box, the air pump bo(, allori/s to switch the air pump on/ofi, follol,ving the
want€d exp€riments :
Thus, three abilities to use the machine ar€ itemized :
# Air pump off, to obtain a zero. Conductivity measur€ments are done without
any atnoopheric NH3 sample. Most of the time, in oder !o check the zero and the real
values of data. Sometimes, in order to do some temperature tests on zero (using stripping
solution) or on soppb concentration le\Bl ot (NH4+) (using 50ppb standard solr.rtion).The
later (temperature tests) have been realized at Bush Estatcs, near Edinburgh, during three
dap (18-192U5€3).
# Air pump on-Denuders on cosampling. Either to check if both denuders
agree, or to make measurements of air concentration i  ammonia (experiment realized at
Bush Esbtes, for a month-15/5/93 to 1V6193).
# Air pump on-Denuders on gradient. Specially to make gradient
measurements, in order to see when deposition or emission occur (experiment realized
during three weeks (2114193 til 7/5/93), at Great Dun Fell, in the north of England).
A chart recorder, yvhich is linked to the conductivity measur€m€nt into the controll
box, allctuv! to see at each moment ho'\ / the ammonia analyzer is working. In addition, it is
used to check a zero, to check the calibfation, or to measure ammonia conoentration using
the method of lorrv injection analysis {Experiment r€lized at Eush Estates, during one day,
8,/06/93, on difiusion filters).
-4r-
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AMMONIA MEASUREMENTS : METHODS
By loking both at tho temperatlre and ammonia concentation graphs o/er ume, a
relation can be found. This means that the le\rel of NH3 in the air is temperature dependent :
an increasing temperafurc l6ads to an increasing concentration of ammonia in tftc air. Thus
in order to reduce the patt of temp€rature effect and to mako then possible the analysiE of
the other main factor behaviour, it has to be correct€d. The first expedment was aimed to
determine which temperahlre conection was needed (Bush Estates, 1&192015/1993).The
temperature tests have been made, leaving the air pump off, either thanks to th€ roal
aknosphere temperature, or thanks tro artifioial increasing temperature. In the latter, a
heating belt was u6ed to cause a gteatest temperature amplifude, and thus to obtraln a better
result in choice of the effrcient pmgramm in temperatuto conection.
Iniormation on air concentration is usetul both for modelling d€position inputs using
the inferentialtechnique and for asse*sing the results of a long range transport mod€15
(Sutton et al., 1993). These approaches ar€ necessery because actual measurements of
fluxes such as by micrometeorological methods, ar€ eritremely labour intensile, and allo\ rs
measurements at only a few sites for limited periods. In order to model long term dry
deposition, the simplest way is to couple monitored air concentration to representative
deposition velocities. This apptoach is often termed the inferential technique, and may vary
irom a simple constant valu€ of Vd, to calculation of time series of Vd trom information on
Ra, Rb and Rc (e.9. Hicks et al, 1985). lt may be used to estimate depo6ition to specific
sites or applied with mapped conoentration fields to estimate regional dry deposition
paterns. Long range transport models tor NH3 consider the entire atmosphe c cycle of
NH3, including emission, diffusion, reac'tion and deposition, so tfiat the mass consistent
budget is maintained. The main aim of these models is to describe the tegional, country to
country, transport and depcition of pollutants. Thus, in order b reduce th6 lack of air
concenkation informatjon, the s€cond experiment was to measure daily air concentration i
ammonia at Bush Estates for a month (15/05-1546/1s93), using the previous temperature
corection. Denuders boxes were leaving on the floor, and the airwae sucked through both
denuder via the same polyethylene tube at the height of 1 .32m.
The third experiment was to measure air concentration from two sites n6aa Bush
Estates, using the method of the flow injection analy€is (NH3 samples in diffusion
filteEXS/O6/1993). In this study, cylindrical tub€s were used, these being orientated
vertically, with the lourer end open to the atrnosphefe and the upper end closed ofi by an
inert cap cov€ring an acidified matrix The later acb as an efficient adEorbent of NH3. Then,
given that the molecular difiusivity of NH3 and the dimencions of th€ tube are knon n, and
the total amount ot NH3 captured in a girren p€riod is fround by chemical analysis, th€ mean
air concentration may be found. The method for this is described nor : the data logger
!t/asn't used, only the chart recorder. The principle of this method is easy : six conc€nbation
standard solutiong of (NH4+) (O,5O,10O,20O,4dl,and SOOppb) are measured by the
conductivity meter into the controll box, one after the o$er, which give uB a spike of
calibration on the pap€r. Then, forthe bn samples of each sites and forten samples of
witness tubes, which have n€ver been opened, difiusion tilters are rinc€d using 1ml of
deionized water during at least 25 minuE6. Then, the solution conducliviV is measurcd. The
heights sf the calibration spikes, following the concentration of the standard solutions, give a
polynomial curve, which equation is given bythe logiciel GRAPHS. So, it b€comes possible
b calculate a concenHion estimation for each sample spike heigttt and a mean
concsntration ior bdh sites. At last, substracted by the mean concentration of the wiboss
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tubes, a r€al mean concenttation {in ug m€) is ficund fior boft site. As variation is given'
using a student test : tr.vo.sample t-Test assuming unequal nriances (the non-equality of the
variJnces hadnt to be determined, it was acknoledged). Thus some approximat€ air
concenbation were found.
The fiourth one, the labout intensive one, was NH3 ffuxes measurements at Gteat
Dun Fell, north crt England, during three weeks (21104 until 7/05/93). We wete there working
in a van, collecting data from NH3 analyzer, SO2 mast Thermister mast Anemometer mast
and Rn (net rediation flux) recorder. Sp€aking of the NH3 analyzer, denudeF were on
gradient, one above the other one (respecti/e heights : 0.3 and 2.3m). The data analyEis lYas
realized using the meteorological method, afrer using previous temperature conection for
ammonia data.These xporim€nt took place in order to improve the former analysis made in
the sam6 site 5 years ago, using a filter pack mast In addition, Great Dun Fell is well knorvn
for experiments in clouds. But, in cloud, it is not poosible to measure fluxes. That is why,
when cloud co\rer occured. then th€ NH3 concentration in the air was recorded.
-4 ] -
IFirst experiment :
TEMPERATURE TESTS ON'.ZERO',
USING oppb AND 50ppb ( NH'[+; SoLuTloNS
All the temperatur€ correction programms are called GRADIE. Seve€l programms
were used in this experiment : GRAD|E26, GRAD|E4S, GRAD|E47, GRADIESO and then
GRAO|E60. For example, using a GRADIE26, it means that the temperature correction will
be of 2.6% per degree Celsius.
On the one hand, temperature tests on oppb solution of (NH4+) were realized during
three day€, 1&1920/5193, at Bush Estates. The folld/ving raphs show the differences in
ammonia concentration profiles, using each GRADIE, compared to temp€rature profiles :
For ammonia concentration profiles, 1 and 2 mean respertively denuder 1 and 2 (1&
19/5/93:a light difference uras recorded between them, but they varied in the same way- 19-
205193 : only denuder 2 is used, denuderi was wrong)
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Watching the graphs, it appears that GRADIE4T and GMDIES0 look the best
ones,compared to the other (they have the most lin€ar asp€ct). But it has to b€ confirmed.
The general method used b check which is the most efficient GFIADIE is b see tie
ammonia @ncentration evolution with temperatur€ for each GRADIE :
Thus the following graphs shol us wich is the efficient GRADIE to co.rect the
temperature effect :
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So, through this test, GRAOIES0 is clearly defined to be the most efficient
temperature correction on Oppb solution. Thus, when very low ammonia concentration are
recorded, GRADIESO has to be us€d. Ho,\rev€r, the ammonia conc€ntration i  the air i3 not
constant, and could increase quickly. That is why another serie of tests was realized on
5oppb solution, to check if the GRADIE5o is suited to high levels of atmospheric ammonia.
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So, on the other hand, temperature tests on 50ppb solution ot (NH4+) w€te fealized two
days fong, 2O-21J5193, at Bush Estates. The follo*ing graphs show the differences in
ammonia concontration profiles, using each GRADIE, compated to temperature profile :
Temperature prof i le 2 0-21 /5/3 3
There, the agreement between both denuder is rather good.
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The analysis of ammonia concentration profiles show a preference to GRADIE4T
and GRADIESo ; so it looks lik6 to be the same as the first series ot tests on oppb solution,
which is an encouragem€nt A confirmation is now expected (see next page) :
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So, through this second test, GRADIESo is clearly defined to be the most etficient
temperature corection on Soppb solution. Thus, GRADIESO has to be used either when the
ammonia concentration i  the air are very low or when they are quite high. Othetwise, if the
respeciive fficient GRADIES were ditferent, it would have been difficult o conect the
temperature ffect follor/ing the air concentration i  ammonia. One solution was envisaged :
to enrich the stipping solution in ammonium (until 10 or 20ppb, to determine) in order b
increase the level of the zero, changing the machine calibration. Thus, if the GRAOIE would
hay€ been the same on both 10 or 20ppb and 50ppb solutios (the concentration difterence is
lower, so a better agreement would hav6 been expected), n would have been O. K. I
Hovever, this experiment allows to agree with the use of pure stipping solution as
th€ basis of ammonia concentration moasurgmenG. So, follo/ring the result of this
oxperiment GRADIEsO has been used b con€ct temperatrre efut on the one hand on air
conc€ntra$on monitoring data and on tfie other hand on ammonia fluxes data.
In addition, this experiment was realiz€d with median temperatur (12 to 26 'c). So, it
has to be check for lcrtier and higher temp€ratrre. Of course, GRAOESO is hoped to be the
good temperature conection progamm, to make th€ analysis easier. On the contrary, if
GRADIEsO \rvon't suit to thes€ temperature, it will make the u/ork harder, and a temperatur6
conection programm for e\rery temperature ler€l will haw b$e find (for instance :
GRADIE4S if 0 < T (c) < 12, then GRADIESO if 12< TCc)< 26,..J. But it \,'/ould be the
subject of another experiment.
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Second experiment :
MONITORING OF ATMOSPHERIC AMMONIA CONCENTRATION
The results of this experiment, using GRADIESO as bmperature correction programm, are
given in the lollowing hourly graphs l
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During this period, the mean ammonia ooncentration i the airwas 1.092 ug m-3.
To show if the air concenhation in ammonia is different in several parts of the day, a
statistical test lvas realized (over the data for the first four weeks). First, the following
histogramm, which shc'lvs tie distribution of air concentration during the tout weeks, allows
us to consider the air concentrabon as a normal population :
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Given the fact that negative conc€ntrations are not expected, a logarithmic axis scale might
suit better :
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Then, the hourly mean ammonia concentations are calculated and shonn in the folloning
grapn :
Apparently, some periods in the day differ from the other, fiollowing this graph €volution.Fi|st
a peak is observed at sh€h. During the night, the atnaspheric stability is usually lo$/er, so
less mixing occurs, Given that this site is located to a big farm, in no wind conditions, higher
concentrations inammonia were recorded, coming fiom the furm (lt must conespond to a
farm ectivity). Then, early in the morning, at 7h€h, the stability height is increasing, leading
to an increasing mixing (kind of ammonia concentration dilution in the air). Moreover, at that
time occurs the dew, causing two mechanisms: quick deposition of the etmosphoric
ammonia (wet sufaces), leading to a decreasing air concentration i  ammonia, and
emission from the canopy (farm fields), due to the comp€nsation point (Xcp). All this faotors
explain the lor level in air concentration i  ammonia recorded uring this pedod. Then, at
10h-'11h-12h, igh levels in ammonia concentfation are noted, due to emission fiom the farm
fields. The emission is greatest in warm and low humidity surface condition. In addition,
some reactions occur during the nighttime: HNO3 + NH3 --> NH4NO3, which is an
aerosol. During the day time, the reaction gives back ammonia gas, explaining the
increasing concentrations found (similar reaction occurs with chbdne). Last year, a similar
analysis was realized at Bush during the period ot the first until the sixteenth of September
1992, and high concentrations levels were found about 11h too (but for this test, less data fior
midday were recorded and no programm of temperature conoction was used, suspecting
temperature ffuct as the main factor). Then, at 18h-19-20h, lcn,v lev€ls in air concentration
may du€ to the d€'v/ again, as well as at 21h the high lo/elE may due to a low€r atmo6pheric
siability and a farm ac{ivity.
So, two hypothesis are Ho; the hourly mean concentrations are egual
Ht : th6 hourly m€an concentrations are difterent
Assuming the equality of the \.ariances, an Anc^/'a test-Simple Factor was us€d : if F obs > F
critical, so Ho is rejected, with an Alpha risk of 5%. On the contrary, it F obs < F critical, Hl is
rejected with the same risk Alpha of 5%.
Now, let us have a look to the Anova test-Simple Factor results :
ANOVA
Source ol Varietion
.55 df tts F P-nlue Fatl
Between GrouDs 15.28823 23 0.664706 o.444449 0.98878r 1.55806
Wilhin Groups 562.335lt 376 1.49&r/3
I oDll 577.5236i 399
This table sho\rvs clearly tltat F obs is inferior to F cdtical (0.444 < 1.558).
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I Thus, the hypothesis H1 is rejected with an Alpha risk of 5% and for this fiour weeks period,r between 11/5€3 and 8/6/93, the hourly mean concentration i  ammonia were equal orerday
(the effects of stability heighl tarm activity, dew and emission were non-significant during
I that period).
Nevertheless, many differences appeared o/er time and esp€cially cn er days, follo^/ing
abo/e all the windspeed, the wind direction, the SO2 concentration and the humidity rate. So
I all these data, which aren't available at that time, are required to anatyse the airI concentration. Most of the time, at Bush, peaks in ammonia air concenhation wsre expected
when the atmosphere was dry, when $e windspeed raras low, when the wind direction $/as
I Wesysouth-West (it is due to a local source of ammonia, a big tarm is located in this
I direciion) and the air concentration i  $2 vras lo\^,.
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Third experiment:
THE FLOW INJECTION ANALYSIS
The method of ttte diffusion trb€s is a simple method to Prcvide €stimates of
background air concenHion in ammonia, needing a lon inPut monitoring. The conducli\rity
measufemenE were made using the contoll box of the NH3 analyzer.
As for epmple, one part of ttre resutts on lhe chart recorder are git/en b€loi/ (each
Because of a blockage in one of the tubes, three different calibrations were made. Each of
them is following the graph, shown b€lo$/ :
Height ot spike
For each calibration, an equation is found :
t
concentation (ppb) =0.18681 + 34..1t)716 x height of sPike.(l'ls) +'1.237'16Hs (calibrat 1)
ooncentration (ppb) = -19.8573 + 3€.0089 Hs + 1.5883g Hs- (calibraL a
2
concentation (ppb) = -5.7375 + 37.7573 H6 + 1.341 Hs (calibrat 3)
tLo
o
oo
I
I
T
I
spike is the replyto a 20 seconds long injeciion) :
Legend :
Wihess : BLAAIK
samples : olc, CAB
Calibration : ...-....pp,
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The tubes were exposed during about 28.25 days, from the fourth of May 11:00 until
the first of June 15:@. Knowing the air deposition volume orer time, which is 0- l l/hour, the
total airvolume, which deposited uring this period, may be calculated :
0.1 x 28.25 x 24 -- 67.8 litres ot air
Thus :
(Cse -Cw) /67 .8=Cs
where Cse is the mean ooncenbation ot the expos€d solution in ppb,
Cw is the mean concentation of the wiu|ess solution in ppb,
and Cs is the clncent'ation in the site in ug m-3.
Br ief  return: ppb/ l= ngg-1 l l=ngm'-1 l l
but each tilter u/'as rinced with 1 ml of deionized water
so :  (ng  m l -1  / l ) x1ml  =  ng / l=  ugm€
The frollowing tables show the main results of the Student est :
l-T€st Twc'Sampl€ AisuminE Unequal Variances
ab Uarrt
Mean 63.O38 30.097
Vadanc€ 309.493 182.266
Observations 1 0
I obs 4.697
S E d 0.098
Pff<{ one-tail 0.000121083
I Cdlical one-tail t . f6
9!5"/" CL 0.170
Thus, the air concentration i  ammonia for Cab site (cabine site) can be calculated :
(63.038 - 30.097) / 67.8 =0.485 ug m-3
Horiv€ rer, this result must be conected. because of th6 difference in the molecule
mass bet$€en (NH4+) (Mr = 18 g mol-1), measured in this experimenq and NH3 (M2 = 17 g
mol-1), which concentration i  the air is expected.
Thus :
0.485 x (17 /18) = 0.4587 ug m'3
So, the Standard Error (S E d), which is the mean ooncentration, tound abore,
divided by't obs", given by the t€st, is 0.re8 ug m-3.
At last, wifi 95% confidence limit8 of air concentration, which is (S E d x "t Critical'),
a minimum significant concentration of 0.170 ug m-3 is recorded.
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hTest TuJo'Sampl€ Assuming Unequd Va'iencas
o7c tltrrt
Mean 140.178 30.097
Variance 6E3.770 182.66
Obsevalions a 1 0
t obs 11.342
S E d 0.135
P{T<=t) one-tail 1.03631F47
Critical one-tail 1.796
95%CL 0.243
The mean ammonia concentration, which is found here, is 1.533 ug m-3 (atter mass
ratio conection).The other resulb are shom is the table.
A6 a conclusion, the different ammonia concentrations inthe airwerc:
for Cab site : 0-459 ug m-3 t 0.1 (S E d)
r 0.17 (s5% C L)
for OTC site : 1.533 ug m-3 10.13 (S Ed)
10.24 (95% C L)
At present the analysis of the prsrious r€sulb is not expectgd, because thie expedment ook
place in a longer one, which is monitoring the air conceniration i  NH3 during a year long.
Ho,rrsrer, it is interesting to note that :
-> This resutb in air concenfation agree with prarious resutts made fi\€ years
ago (Sutton, 1990). The baseline concentration of 0.8 ug m-3 in 1988 was present through
much of the year, with a peak in early spring of 1.$2 ug m-3 and early summer peak of up to
3 ug m-3.
because it is located near a local source of ammonia (near a farm), on the contrary to Cab
site.
-> A higher S E d was expected tor OTC site too, because standards erro6 are
seen to increase with air concentration, reflecting variability due to sampling, as well as fixed
component due to the variability of BLANK filters (Sutton, 1990).
overestimate air concenfation, becaus€ of the laboratory contaminations.
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Fourth experiment :
I t l
FLUXB$ MEASUREMENTS AT GREAT DUN FELL
To make ammonia fluxes measurementg, a surlace pioviding an adequate fetch over
uniform terrain is required. Great Dun Fell site prorided e)densii/e fetches ot/er unifiorm
natural unfertilized vegetation Grase) and an undulating land surface, not ideal acaarding to
usual micrometeorological criteria. Nevertheless, it prwided suitable conditions fior flux
measurement, demonstrated by the existence of good logatithmic wind profil€s.
GRADE5o was used to conect the temperature efiecq following the first experiment
result.
Onlythe periods of good fluxes measurements are shown in this paft.
Graphs are given for flux measurement and environmental conditions, as iollov'/ing :
ItlH3 alr conc€ntra8on (ug m.3), m€asured by the ammonia anabizer,
U* (m s-1) : eddy velocity (m s-1)
Flux NH3 (n9 m-2 s-1) : Flux of NH3 to or away from the surface,
X NH3 (ug m-3) : mean concantration of NH3
at different heights : fl m] : in the aknosphere(Zo1 : above the surface,
Vd(lm, (mm s-1) : deposition v€locity of NH3 at 1m abore the surface,
Rc (s m-1) : sudace or canopy resistance to deposition, which was
calculated using first the Arrerage method {hourly averago r€lues)
and then the Median method (houdy m€dian \ralues),
L (m) : estimate ot atmospheric stability abo/e a Eurface,
Heat fluxes W m-2) : sensible and latent heat fluxes to or away from a
ground surface,
Temperature (c) : at different heights : fl m) : in the ahosphere
{Zo} : above the surf,ace,
SO2 (u9 m-3) : air concentration in SOz (see Appendix 1).
C ,IE ratio : part ot latent Heat fluxes compared b sensible Heat fluxes (sec
Appendix 2)
-  t \ -
Coulse of ammonla exchange and envlt.onmental conditions over tfme at Great Oun Fell
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By definition, both the flux and Vdfl m) are positively related to U'. Ho\r'lever, in addition so is
Xfl m), which is treated as independent of U' in this analysis. So th6 high66t Vdfl m) and
lorvest flux are recorded until 22h BST (British Summer Time), when the highest U' \ffas
noted. A greator U* steepens the surfjace gradient such that Xtl m) is less depleted by tlle
surface. lt is therefore possible that the cause of variation of the NH3 levels is the changing
temperature throughout the day (GMDIE5O was used to calculat€ the data, but its
agreement has to be detemine over lourer temperature, t < 12'c). There, an increasing
temperature (still inferior to 12'c until 12h BST) doesnt lead to a significant increasing
ammonia concenfation. lt is nevertheless imoortant o notice that the air concentration in
ammonia is very low
The value ol Rc is generally quite small and positive, with NH3 depositing to the sutfac6 at
rates limited by turbulence (the sink for the NH3 must be the surface rpughness elsmentB-
leaf surface). Hou/ever, tu,D exception periods appeared :
--> 5h to 6h5O (BST), where emission occured, shoMr bythe positive flux, bya
higher Xgo] compared to Xfl m), by Vd and Rc, which appeated negative. That \rras during
a short p€riod ot big unstability (L = -16 000m). The main hypothesis about this reaction, over
unfertilized ecosystems, is that th6 canopy el€menb had received, as usual, NH3
d€pdsition, and suddenly the proc€ss changd, tuming to brief emission, and then was back
to deposition. This may relate to an equilibrium suriace concentration i to the l6at (but it has
to b€ check through oth6r fluxes measureme{ts).
-> 13h3O to 15h (BST), where a larg€ Rc was noted. lt may be du€ to th€ low level
of NH3 in the air. But, considering the excess resi6tance (Rc) as a concentration fr€o}), all
the values are pogiti\€ly clo6€ to zero, confirming that deposition occured during that period.
There, rery dry conditions appeard (the sensible hoat fluxes profil€ follo\i6 the sutface
tempe€ture profile), leading to a sudden break in latent heat fluxes protile (the €vaporation
stopped).
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Cours€ of ammonia exchanoe and environmental condlfions over time at Groat Dun Fell
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Here, very low air concentBtion wer6 recorded too (mean atmospheric concentration : 0.29
ug m-3) o/er this period. U' was very lorv until 4h (BST), then it was increasing constanuy b
reach high levels at 12h (BST) (which could explain the high amplltude noted on Vdflml in
th€ late period). Most of the time, depo€ition occur6d, with lowvalues of Rc. T,,./o periods of
trost appeard, each time corresponding to U" = 0. From 16:10 until 19:10 (BST), a larger
T[Zo], superior to T{'l m} (the weather was sunny), u1as recordd, wftich renders unstable
conditions and deposition due to the convection.
Apparently, one emission period occured, interestingly exac{y at the same time than the
previous day, between 5:10 and 6:10 (BST). There, too, a sudden peak of unstable
c-onditjons was recorded (L = -5500m). The apparent emission, noted at 00:30 (BSl) might
due to U' = 0 (not a real emission), and the other one (11:00 until 12:30 (BST)) can not be
interpret€d because ol clouds d€|,irn over the site. lt was noticed healry rain conditions too,
which might started at 7:30 (BST), watching the first graph about NH3 concentration profile :
NH3 in rain deposits very quickly so that concentration i  the air becomes smaller, and a
sudden decreasing air concentration uras recorded. The s€nsible heat fluxes profile seems
to agree aboutthat ime : although clear sky at night occuted, no or not much sun shine
appeard after 7:00 (BST).
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course of atnmonia exchanoe and envltonmental conditlons ov6r time at Great Dun F6ll
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This short period took place in low windspe€d condition and high iemperature as well as
high heat fluxes were recorded- Rc profile shoars a good period ol dep6ition, Wrere fast
depo6ition occured b€tween 12:00 and 13:00 (BST) and between 14:g and 16:20 (BST).
However, the estimated concentration above the surface (X€oD seems to be bo negative,
during this period, !o be true. A co-sampling test was realized just after this period and
revealed first a real disagreement between both denuder, that is why all these results muct
b€ treated with caution.
Constant light unstable conditions and temperature profile show that if NH3 dePosition was
real, it was due to convection.
Course of ammonla exchanoe and envlronmental condlfrons over $me at gnaat Dun Fell
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The estimate of both Rc and Xflo] are still approimate to r/alues about zero. Consequenty,
given tlle higher air concenfations in NH3 dudng these measuremenb (mean concentration
= 2.o19 u9 m€), the flu)€s were la.ger, ranging to - 33.57 ng m-2 s-1 (until 'l8:3o (BSI), the
mean value was -23.29 ng m-2 +1). This is despila the relaWely small windspeeds (very low
U' were recorded), which restricted Vdfl m) to a maximurn ot 27 m s-'1. So d€position
ocourd most of the time. Until 16:30 (BSD, deposition was due to convection Ogol >
T0 mD. TempeIatu|e and heat fluxes prcfiles show dry conditions, which suggest that the
NH3 was efficiently bound to th€ leaf surtaces errren when the suriaces appeared dry.
Then, the decreasing fluxes, noted between 16;30 and 17:10 (BST), iE due to Tgol, which
became inferior to Tfl m), leading to the air stratification and thus less mixing. Mo.eci/er,
during fiat p€riod, ti6 evaporation became very lo\w as well as the air concentration in
ammonia, wlrich became lightly lower : a rain period took plac€ (maybe a stormy rain,
because of the evaporation peaK which follo\r/ed, even in dark sky conditions).
In addition, after 20:00 (BST), due to U' close to zero, Xgo? became too n€ative, which
can not be possible, the expected deposition would have been too fast.
Course of ammonia exchanoe and environmenal conditions over fime at Grcat Dun Fell
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U'was clo6e b zero until 7:m (BST), which did not enabl€ to calculate ffuxeg and estimate
concenfation atZo during thas p€riod. ln addfion, a frost pedod occured during the night
until 5:4O (BST). In spite of low air conc€ntation in ammonia (mean air concentsation : '1.209
ug m-3), not many very high Rc values w€r€ found.
Thus, during the fiIst part of the day Cl:00 til 12:30 BST), emission occured. ft might be due
either to a local sourc€ (sheep ?) or to a similar process than ttles€ obs€wed the 24th and
the 25th of April. There, L is loiv and shon light unstable conditions. But dry conditions were
fecorded, coresponding to a sudden peak in evaporation (see latent heat fluxes profile).
During the last part of the day, deposition occuFd, due to con\rectjon mechanism Ogo? >
Tfl mD. Just a short period of rapid ammonia deposition rrras noted abut 21:30 (BST), due
to higher unstability and del,rfall.
Cours€ of ammonia exchanoe and environmental conditions over time Grcat Dun F€ll
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Still lo,v air concentration in ammonia were recorded there (mean concentration : 0.rL99 ug
m€). Rc lalue€ are lightly higher, due to cold€r temperature conditions.
Both, emission and depo€ition occured, with a very lorv U', which seems b confirm the
fend to an equilibrium surf;ace concentration i b the leaf (regulating depositionlemission
mechanism), when lov/ air concentration i  ammonia appeard.
Light unetable conditions u€r€ seen (L was lo and Tgo? > Ttl m)), and thus fluxes ',r€re
due to conr/ection.
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Very loi/ U' were recorded during the tirst part ol tho day (unul 4:00 (BSD) as r,'ell as a great
period of frqst, which led b lovv values of NH3 flux (mean flux : -1.459 ng m-2 s-1) and
deposition velocity (mean Vd : 4.6 mm s-'l). Then, folloaing the increasing eddy v€locity, flux
and Vd wer6 incFasing. A big frost period occured too, so that the rapid depo€ition obselved
at 00:@ must be not real. The evaporation, which was increasing at 8:m (BST) then
decreasing at 9:00 (BSD, shor\rs wet @nditions.
The low canopy resistance allcir6 to say tiat the sink for the NH3 \,,ras the surtace
roughness elemenG. Horverer, during this depeition period, two shoft periods of emission
occured in the moming, when the air @ncentration in ammonia was still lour.
course of ammonia exchanoe and envircnmental condltlons overdme at Great Dun Fell
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There, very low air concentrations inammonia were recorded (mean value : O.159 ug m-3).
Dealing wih deposition, the values of Ro are very small, which shows, that deposition fluxes
wsre limited by turbulence. Howenrer, rapid deposition periods occured between 19:30 and
20:30 (BST) and between 4:00 and 6:00 (BST), during th€ dewfall period. The increasing
deposition fluxes until 20:30 are due to the long period of stability (L > 0). After that p€riod,
belween 00:30 and 7:00 (BST), another long p€riod of stability occured, as well as two short
oeriods of trost
At 22:30 (BST), fluxes were decreasing to\v€rd emission m€chanism. The height of the
emission peak is doubled due to U* p€ak. During the emission period, sudden unstable
conditions occured. The skytuas clear, with no evaporation from the canopy (stomata are
closed at night).
At last, in the morning, a quick heating of the atmosphere was noticed, so that unstable
condiuons occured again, leading to deposition du6 b convection.
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DISCUSSION ABOUT GREAT DUN FELL RESULTS
Over a natural and unfertilized ecos)6tem, the results here present a clear piciure of rapid
ammonia deposfion (Rc was small erren in dry conditions, so $at deposiilon must be to the
leaf suface's) throughout he differents period of fluxes measuremenG (according to the
previous experiments).
ln addition, with the present environmental conditions, short p€riods of ammonia emission
were almast daily rocorded, which !n as unusual o\€r natural vegetation. Sutton, 1990,
noticed that a none of his selection ot sibs was there any good evidence of ammonia
emission (orer the range of temperate conditions investigated) uring the years of 1988-
1989. But he used the filtet pack system to measure air concentrations in ammonia. Given
that this sy€t€m measures attnospheric concentration every only two hours (compared to tie
ammonia analyzer :every four minutes), one can understand the differences in precision
between these trrc systems. Ind€ed, that is why in 1988 most of the time no emission was
recorded, or when it was, it was considered as unsignificant (compared to deposition
mechanism).
Xgol represenb the concentration in the air at the surface, which is presumably maintained
by €quilibrium with the surface. In this case, the deposition process would be dependent on
air con@ntration, so that when air concentrations lr€re above Xgol, deposition \'rculd
occur, and when they w€re below Xgol, emission wguld occur.
Small values of Xgo? are present, which is often more consistent tian tfie \ralues of Rc. At
Great Dun Fell, for the month of March 1988, a mean X@o] of 0.0€ ug m3 was found in w€t
conditions- ln 1993, in the experimenq mean X€o} was not clearly defined, because of tie
\ery lo^, level of air concentration in ammonia, l€ading b an estimatbn of XfZo? sometimes
bel6,v zerc.
The graph below sho\ ls when both deposition and emission occured, follotiring the air
concentration in ammonia, using [X{'l m} . X@o}l as the estimator of the exchang€
mechanisms. When deposition occured, it is posiwe. Wh6n emission occured, it is
negative. The method using the flux measurement as estimator is given in Appendix 3.
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It confims that emission periods are minority compared to depcibon p€riods, even when
lon air concentrations in ammonia ltete recorded. To check tfie stomatal effect (the stomata
resistance is higher at night, because the stomata are closed), graphs trvere rnade in order to
dMde night and day times (App€ndix 4). A real difference appead (ocepted ior the last
period &7/5r€3), showing an efficient efH of stomab status on emission p|oce6s. But
ho,\reMer, more data are requited, esp€cially iof th€ night time, and it has to be confirmed
oer other site and over different environmental conditions.
So, now, appears tie idea of Xcp, the compensation point even br uniedilized nahJral
areas, onlywhen loi, air concenuation in ammonia are tecorded. lts \ralue $/as between 0.1
and 0.5 ug m3 during the experiment at Great Dun Fell site.
Thus, the Xcp found over this natuEl area could be treated as an usual compensauon point
o/er feruized ecosystems.
A r€cent experiment about a possibility of an intgraction botw€en the deposition of NH3 and
SO2, over fetilized field (Sutton et al, 1903) sho,ns the folloMng eifects :
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I
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J
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I
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l
Enhance emission
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NH3 emission or
to canopy.
To a large air concenfation in SO2 uras associated a lo air concenkation in NH3 (and
conversely).From a larg€ air concentration in SO2 it might be anticipated that NH3 (essantial
component of plant metabolism) would deposit rapidly.
However, at Great Dun Fell, where the air concentration i NH3 was usually low, emission ot
NH3 occured sometimes both when high le'rels or low levels of SO2 w€re recorded. So
omission occur€d, either tolloadng the mechanism of aerosols iormation, when high SO2
concentratiens appeard, or reacting to a natuEl air concentration poof in nitrogen (Xfl ml .
Xcp), when loff SO2 concentration occured.
Thus, since no real anti-clrrelation between air concentrauon in SO2 and NH3 (especially
the second weok" where both were lorv) was obserued, it is diffioult to keop SO2 factor as a
determinant hctor of fluxes direction at Great Dun Fell site in late April-early May 1993.Of
course, it has to be de€pened in some fluxes measuements olr€r other unf€rtilized area6.
As noH by Sutton (1990), another point of interesl is the ofiect of w€hess/dryness and
temperature, wtlich promotes a small value of Rc and Xgol. They trend to occur together in
the environment, with an increase in solar radiation causing both heating and drying.
For the first 6me, tte us€ of an efficient bmperature corec{ion programm (5% I 'c) alloi*s to
deal with uniform data over temp€rabre, which give a betbr viexv of the real exchange
processes (and a better e€timation of their dimgnsions) beh/'/een ti6 sutface and the
atnosphefe.
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In addition, the ammonia analger seems to alloiv a beter approach in modellisation of NH3
exchanges between the atmosphere and the surtace. lt allows to make more often precise
measurements, even if it needs power installation (restriction about the site, where the
experiments ha\,€ to take place) and much checl$Drk too (at pre€ent, it is as pr€cise in
measurements of air concentation in ammonia a6 sensitive to any trouble). Moreowr,
measurements can not be made during frost p€riods, because the ammonia analfzer stop6
in that case. So, if data will be required uring frost period, it lvon't suit (ahough, at present,
they are not studied aE data of basic importance, except for Rc).
Some areas requires still further study. The more important ones deal with :
-> Canopy resigtance, Rc (either for unfertilized surhcas in very dry conditionE, or
in frozen condfions).
--> The relatjve size of soil and plant compsnsation points for fertilized agricultural
and unfertilized natural eoosystems.
---> The importance of surhce wetnessi/dryness and temperature in controlling the
bi-dir€ctional exchange.
--> The concentration of NH3 in the atmosphere.
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Aopendlx 1 : At( chncentration in SO2 during the periods of fluxes measuftrments at Great
Dun Fell - 2114-715/93.
Appedix 2 : Ptofiles of I C / E ], part of latent Heat f,uxet compared to sensible Heat fluxes
at Great Dun Fell, during the periods of fluxes measurements ' 211+715193.
ApDeNlx 3 : Graph about the use oi Flux NH3 measurements at Great Dun Fell b estimato
the exchange mechanisms, following the air concentration i  ammonia.
Ap',erd/ix *.Gftphs about exchange mechanisms, frollowing the air concentration i
ammonia, using lxfl m] - X{Zoll as an estimator (day time'night ime)
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AppetfrE I : Air concenbation in SO2 at Great Dun Fell- Awil-May/1993
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Appenctx 3 : use of Flux NH3 to estimate th€ €xchange mechanisms, folloding the air
concenhatign i  ammonia.
No significant differences with Xfi m) - X{ZoI estimator are observed, except fo( a higher
scattering for the points, which was expected, due to the higher values of Flux NH3(compared to the values of concentration)-
A similar result is found :
concentration.
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Apoetdix 1 : Use of fXfi m) - Xgoll as 6n estimator of e,@hange mechanisms, fiollowing
the air c.oncentration in ammonia. Day time-Nighttime'
During the day time, both emission and deposition mechanismg occured, with a greater
frequency for deposition periods.
During the night time, deposition periods occured. For the only emission period, which
occured during the last night" it is more suspicious. lt might due either to an emission from
soil, to an emission from only ihe leaves surfiao€s, or at last to an error in measurements. ln
addition, more dah are required fior the period of night time 0t was assumed that the night
time was betw€en 22:00 and 5:00 (BST) during the period of fluxes measurements).
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